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1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1.1 Historical notes
The rare-earth elements (REE) are defined as a group of chemical elements composed of
scandium, yttrium, and the lanthanides. The lanthanides are a group of 15 chemically similar
elements with atomic numbers 57 through 71, inclusive. Although not a lanthanide, yttrium (atomic
number 39), is included in the rare earths because it often occurs with them in nature, having similar
chemical properties. Scandium (atomic number 21), is also included in the group, although it
typically occurs in rare-earths ores only in minor

Bastnasite

amounts because of its smaller atomic and ionic size.1
Rare-earths production is derived from the rareearths ores bastnasite, monazite, xenontime, and ionadsorption clay. Bastnasite is the world's principal
source of rare earths and is found in China and the
United States. Significant quantities of rare earths are
also recovered from the mineral monazite. Xenotime and

ion-adsorption clays account for a much smaller part of the total production but are important
sources of yttrium and other heavy-group rare earths.

Monazite

The discovery of the rare earths (in truth, during
the past centuries, this term was applied to any unusual
synthetic oxide), wheels around two fundamental facts. In
1794, the Swedish mineralogist F. Cronsted discovered a
new mineral from which, independently, J. J. Berzelius
and W. Hisinger isolated a new oxide which was named
"ceric earth" (from the Latin Ceres = the creator).
Meanwhile, the Finn chemist J. Gadolin, studying a new mineral extracted from a quarry close to
Ytterby town in Sweden, obtained a new one he named “yttrica earth”. During the following years,
1

it has been discovered that actually, the mentioned oxides were a mixture of several elements
progressively isolated and identified. The history of the classification of the lanthanide elements
ended in 1907 with the discovery of Lutetium.2 Between 1839 and 1848, the Swedish chemist Carl

Europium

Gustav

Mosander

(1797-1858)

obtained

various

lanthanides from ytterite. He claimed to have extracted
an element from it, lanthanum (La), but this was not
prepared in pure form until 1923. In 1751, Swedish
chemist Axel Crönstedt (1722-1765) described what he
thought new form of tungsten, which he had found at the
Bastnäs Mine near Riddarhyttan, Sweden. Later,
German chemist Martin Heinrich Klaproth (1743-1817)
and Swedish chemist Wilhelm Hisinger (1766-1852) independently analyzed the material
discovered by Crönstedt, and both concluded that this had to be a new element. It was named
cerium (Ce) in honor of Ceres, an asteroid between Mars and Jupiter. Only in 1875 was cerium
actually extracted from an ore. In 1885, C. F. Auer von Welsbach discovered two new elements,
since he succeeded to separate the Didymium (once

Terbium

considered a unique new element; from the Greek
didymos = twin) from double ammonium nitrates
extracted from the “ceric earth”. The two new elements
were called praseodymium (Pr) (from the Greek
praseos = the yellow-green and didymos) and the
neodymium (Nd) (from the Greek neos = new and
didymos). The element with atomic number 61 escaped
for years to the searches of several laboratories. Around the 1925 the research groups of the
Universities of Chicago and Florence, announced that a new element was isolated suggesting to call
it Illinio (from the name of the State of the Illinois) and Florenzio (in honour of Florence). Actually,
2

following studies demonstrated that it was a mixture of rare-earths. Thanks to the development in
the nuclear reaction field, between 1945 and 1947, J. A Marinsky, L. And Glendenin and C. D.
Coryell isolated and identified the element 61 as one of the products of the nuclear reactors. They
called it promethium (Pm), from the name of the mythological hero Prometheus. Samarium (Sm)
was isolated in 1879 by L. de Boisbaudran as a mineral (Samarskite, name from a Russian engineer)
and obtained pure metallic form in 1901. During 1896, E. Demarcay isolated a new element called
europium (Eu), from the name of the continent, but its first pure compound was obtained almost
ten years later by G. Urbain and H. Lacombe. In the 1880 J. C. G. Marignac obtained from the
“Yttrica earth” a new impure element which the acronym 'Y' was assigned; later, he succeeded to
obtain it in a purer form and in 1886 he proposed for the new element the name of gadolinium
(Gd) in honour of the Finn chemist who discovered the “Yttrica earth”. Mosander was examining
ytterite in 1843 when he identified three different "earths," all of which he also named after Ytterby:
yttria, erbia, and terbia (the pure metallic form of terbium (Tb) was obtained by C. Urbain in
1905). Named for the Greek word dysprositos, or "hard to get at," dysprosium (Dy) was discovered
by Boisbaudran while separating ytterite in 1886. Holmium (Ho) (from the latin Holmia of
Stockholm) was discovered separately from J. C. Soert in Switzerland in 1878 and from P. T. Cleve
in 1879 in Sweden. A pure Erbium (Er) oxide, following Mosander discovery in 1843 (above),
was prepared in 1905 by French chemist Georges Urbain (1872-1938) and American chemist
Charles James (1880-1928), but the pure metal itself was only obtained in 1934. Thulium (Tm)
(from the Latin Thule meaning the very northern lands) was isolated by P. T. Cleve in the 1879
from the “yttrica earth”. The pure oxide was obtained in 1911 by C. James who had to make
approximately 15.000 recrystallizations to get a pure thulium bromate. In 1878, J. C. G. Marignac
found an oxide that he thought to be that of a pure element who called neoytterbium. Actually, in
1907 G. Urbain demonstrated that the Marignac compound contained two elements: Ytterbium
(Yb) and Lutetium (Lu). The two elements were originally called Aldebaranium (from the name of
the Aldebaran star) and Lutecium (from the latin name of Paris Lutetia) respectively.
3

1.2 Abundance and resources
lanthanides are also known as rare earth because they are difficult to extract from
compounds containing other substances, including other lanthanides.

Fig.1.2.1 Abundance (atom fraction) of the chemical elements in Earth’s upper continental crust as a function of atomic
number. 3

For instance, thulium and lutetium, the least abundant of the lanthanides, occur in the
Earth’s crust at higher concentrations than thallium, antimony, cadmium, bismuth and are nearly
200 times more common than gold (Fig. 1.2.1). In terms of parts per million (ppm), thulium has a
presence in Earth's crust equivalent to 0.5 ppm. Cerium, the most abundant of the group, is more
abundant than copper. Over decades, due to the increase of hi-tech and environmental applications
the REE demand of has grown dramatically. Emerging countries, such as China, improved the REE
extraction from their ores and became the main exporter of lanthanides around the word. Also the
United States, once largely self-sufficient in these critical materials, over the past decade have
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become dependent upon imports. In 1999 and 2000, more than 90% of REE required by U.S.
industry came from deposits in China. (Fig. 1.2.2).3

Fig. 1.2.2 Global rare earth element production (1 kt=106 kg) from 1950 through 2000, in four categories: United
States, almost entirely from Mountain Pass, California; China, from several deposits; all other countries combined,
largely from monazite-bearing placers; and global total. Four periods of production are evident: the monazite-placer
era, starting in the late 1800s and ending abruptly in 1964; the Mountain Pass era, starting in 1965 and ending about
1984; a transitional period from about 1984 to 1991; and the Chinese era, beginning about 1991.3

Nowadays, China has the biggest world deposit of RE minerals discovered so far with more
than 43 million (metric) tonnes, followed by Russia with 19 million tonnes, the United States with
13 million tonnes, and Malawi (Africa) with over 11 million tonnes.4 The overall production
increased from 1000 tonnes per year at the beginning of the 20th century to 16 000 tonnes in 1966.
At this time prices dropped significantly. At the end of the 20th century 80.000 tonnes are produced
worldwide5, 6

5

2 SPECTROSCOPIC PROPERTIES

2.1 General
Lanthanides are characterized by the progressive filling of the 4f orbitals with an electronic
configuration [Xe]4fn 5dn 6sn.7, 8 The oxidation states are included between 2+ (Yb) and 4+ (Sm and
Eu), but 3+ is by far the most common. Some general properties of the rare earth elements are
shown in Table 2.1.1.9
Table 2.1.1. Selected physico-chemical properties of the RE elements.
Z
ρ
Yttrium
Y
39
4.472
Lanthanum
La
57
6.146
Cerium
Ce
58
6.689
Praseodymium
Pr
59
6.640
Neodymium
Nd
60
6.800
Promethium
Pm
61
7.264
Samarium
Sm
62
7.353
Europium
Eu
63
5.244
Gadolinium
Gd
64
7.901
Terbium
Tb
65
8.219
Dysprosium
Dy
66
8.551
Holmium
Ho
67
8.795
Erbium
Er
68
9.066
Thulium
Tm
69
9.321
Ytterbium
Yb
70
6.570
Lutetium
Lu
71
9.841

Tmelt
1799
1193
1068
1208
1297
1373
1345
1099
1585
1629
1680
1734
1770
1818
1097
1925

Tboil
3609
3743
3633
3563
3373
3273
2076
1800
3523
3503
2840
2993
3141
2223
1469
3675

Z = atomic number; ρ = density (g/cm3); Tmelt and Tboil = melting and boiling point respectively (K).

The weak shielding of the f electrons provides a progressive increment of the effective nuclear
charge8 leading to an atomic radii decrease (from 1.216 to 0.861). This trend is the so called
lanthanide contraction.8 (Fig.2.1.1)

6

Fig. 2.1.1 Ionic radii of the trivalent lanthanide ions in eight- (•) and six-fold (○) coordination. The decrease of the size
upon increasing the atomic number is referred to as lanthanide contraction.

The Russel-Saunders coupling allows the representation of the electronic states (Dieke diagram) as
function of total angular moment (L), spin multiplicity (2S+1) and total angular quantum number
(J) by the following expression:7

(2S+1)

LJ; where: L =

∑l

i i

,S=

∑s

i i

and J = L − S . Given L =

1,2,3,4... the spectroscopic terms are S,P,D,F… respectively10 (Fig. 2.1.2).

7

Fig.2.1.2 Electronic states (Dieke diagram) for a large selection of Ln(III) ions. Black arrows indicate radiative
transitions.

8

Their electronic configuration [Xe]4fn is energetically split in spectroscopic terms, levels and states
because of i) electronic repulsion ii) spin-orbit coupling and iii) ligand field (in a coordinating
environment) as showed in Fig. 2.1.3

Excited configurations

60.000 cm-1

10.000 cm-1
1.000 cm-1

[Xe]4fn
Spectroscopic
Terms
J states

{

} 100 cm-1

Stark sublevels
Fig. 2.1.3 Energetic splitting of the electronic configuration 4fn for a generic Ln3+ ion.

Since the inner-shell 4f orbitals are well shielded by filled 5s and 5p valence orbitals, the
interactions with the surrounding environment8 (ligands, solvent molecules, etc) are minimized,
providing unique optical properties such as narrow (few nanometers) absorption and emission
bands. The selection rules state that electronic transitions must involve the promotion of electrons
without a change in their spin (∆S = 0) and with a variation of either the total angular momentum
and the total angular quantum number of one unit at most (∆L = ±1,0 ; ∆J = ±1,0). Relaxation of the
rules can occur in the presence of heavy atoms (heavy atom effect) or ligands (ligands field) even
though it must be remarked their scarce efficiency to lessen the prohibition, as confirmed by weak
Ln(III) ions absorption coefficient (1 < ε < 10) and long luminescence lifetime (micro- to
9

millisecond timescale).7 To enhance the absorption coefficients, the trivalent ions can be complexed
with high absorbing ligand systems, which transfer energy to the central ion (antenna effect).11
Strategies for building up lanthanide complexes involve a variety of classes of ligands like
polyaminopolycarboxylates,12,

13

cryptands,14,

15

calixarenes,16 podands,17-19 and helicates20,

21

(further ligands are discussed in Chapter 4). Such complexed systems can feature a high solubility
in a lot of common organic solvents like chloroform, benzene, toluene, etc.. allowing (in contrast to
pure lanthanide salts) their use also in organic matrices (i.e. polymers).

2.2 Non-radiative processes
The mechanism of the indirect population of the Ln(III) emitting states, involves several
processes.11, 22, 23 As schematized in Fig. 2.1.4, in the case of Ln(III) complex photoluminescence,
the population of the lowest singlet excited state of the ligand (1LC) is followed by i) intersystem
crossing (ISC, transition between states of different spin multiplicity) to the lower triplet excited
state (3LC) ii) energy transfer process to the metal centered (MC) emitting states iii) deactivation of
the MC levels to the ground state(s). Systems involving direct energy transfer between 1LC and MC
emitting levels have been also reported.24-28 The rate of the ISC depends on intrinsic characteristics
of the system. Besides, a (total or partial) rule relaxation occurs in presence of heavy atoms such as
lanthanides. Concerning the non-radiative energy transfer process, two different mechanisms have
been proposed by Förster29 and Dexter30 involving coulombic and exchange interactions,
respectively.
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Radiative transitions
Non radiative transitions

E

1

LC
ISC

(back) Energy transfer

3

LC

LC

MC

Ground States
Fig.2.1.4 Photoinduced processes involved in Ln(III) complexes after ligand centred excitation. Both LC and MC
excited (red) and ground (green) states are depicted.

Columbic energy transfer (Fig. 2.1.5 b) is dominated by long-range dipole-dipole
interactions which cause perturbations of the energy donor (D) and acceptor (A). This mechanism
does not imply electrons jumping between D* and A and can take place at large intermolecular
distance (up to the order of 100 Å). In contrast, electron-exchange energy transfer (Fig. 2.1.5 a)
requires closer contact between energy donor and acceptor since it involves a double electron
transfer mechanism. The excited electron on D* moves to the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) of A. At the same time, an unexcited electron on A moves to HOMO of D. The two units
must be sufficiently close to allow orbital overlapping.
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a)

D*

A

D

A*

D

A*

b)

D*

A

Fig. 2.1.5 Schematic representation of a) electron-exchange
and b) columbic energy transfer mechanism steps.

The excited states of Ln(III) ions can be non radiatively deactivated by solvent molecules and
coordinating ligands through vibronic coupling with -OH, -NH and -CH groups. The yield of the
vibronic quenching process depends on i) the number of the oscillators close to the first
coordination sphere, ii) the R parameter:7

eq. 2.2.1

R = ∆E / ħω = (∆E / ħ) √µ/κ

where ∆E = Energy gap between the metal emitting state and the higher energy J state of the ground
multiplet, ħω = oscillator vibrational quantum, µ = oscillator reduced mass and κ = oscillator force
constant. In other words, R represents the number of vibrational quanta between ∆E; the lower the
number of the vibrational quanta the higher the rate of the vibronic coupling process. The most
12

efficient vibronic quencher for Ln(III) ions is the –OH group. By replacing the hydrogen atom with
that of heavier deuterium (for instance by using deuterated solvents), the vibrational quantum of the
oscillator decrease from nearly 4000 to 2000 cm-1 with the consequence of a substantial reduction
of the luminescence quenching (isotopic effect, Fig. 2.1.6).31

Ln(III) excited state

Ln(III) ground state

ψ (OD)

Vibrational state of the
–OD oscillator

Ln(III) excited state

Ln(III) ground state

ψ (OH)

Vibrational state of the
–OH oscillator

Fig. 2.1.6 Schematic representation of the vibrational states of –OD (left) and –OH (right) oscillators for pertinent
electronic potential energy curves.

For ions with low reduction potentials, such as Eu(III) (Eu3+aq / Eu2+ aq = -0.38 eV, vs
NHE, normal hydrogen electrode), a photoinduced electron transfer can occur in the presence of
oxidants. The Eu2+ complexes have completely different photoluminescence (PL) properties relative
to triple charged ones.
A further potential origin for the non-radiative deactivation of the Ln(III) ion excited states
is the back-energy-transfer process (as in the case of Tb(III) where the emitting level lies at ~20.500
cm-1). It can take place between 3LC and the ion emitting level(s) pointing out, once again, the
central role of the antenna unit(s) choice.
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2.3 Luminescence
Luminescence from Ln(III) ions covers a wide spectral range throughout the visible (Vis)
and near-infrared (NIR) region. The emission intensities are strictly related to the antenna efficiency
although, basically, visible-light emitting ions show stronger signals, relatively to NIR emitting
ones, because of the energy gap law.32

5

5

Emitting levels: D0 and D1
7

a)

J=2

I / a.u.

Ground state: FJ

J=0
J=1
J=1
500

J=4

J=3
550

600

650

700

λ / nm
5

Emitting states: D4
7
Ground state: FJ

J=5

b)

J=2

I / a.u.

J=1
J=0

J=6

645

660

675

690

J=4
J=3
450

500

550

600

650

700

λ / nm
Fig. 2.3.1 Typical emission bands of a) Eu(III) and b) Tb(III) ions.
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For instance, for a given electronic transition, the larger is the energy difference between the
initial and the final states, the higher is the probability that radiative deactivations occurs. Since the
discovery of their emission properties, the most popular and studied ions became europium and
terbium, due to their strong red and green luminescence, respectively. The purity of the emitted
colours, conferred by line-like bands,

Dy

Tb

Sm

Ho

Eu

are most widely exploited in lighting
technologies. Fig. 2.3.1 shows the
emission bands for both ions and the
corresponding J* → J transitions.
Trivalent Nd, Yb and Er ions are
pure NIR-emitters. Three emission

500

550

600

650

700

bands are generally detectable for
Nd(III) at 880, 1060, and 1330 nm

Yb

Nd

Pr

Er

(4F3/2 →

4

I13/2,

4

I11/2 and

4

I9/2

respectively), one for Yb(III) (980
nm 2F5/2 → 2F7/2), and one for Er(III)
(1535 nm 4I3/2 → 4I15/2) respectively.
33, 34

Differently, the emission of

1000

1200

1400

1600

λ / nm
Fig.2.3.2 Selected emission bands of several Ln(III) ions.

Ho, Dy, Pr and Sm trivalent ions
includes the visible spectral range.
Emissive levels are 5F5, 4F9/2, 3P0 1

D2,

and

4

G5/2,

respectively.33

Tm(III) shows a weak blue luminescence at 480 nm due to the 1G4 → 3H6 transition35. Also Ce(III),
when encapsulated in inorganic environment, shows purple to blue photoluminescence.36 Selected
emission profiles of several Ln(III) ions are reported in Fig. 2.3.2.
15

Remaining lanthanides are of negligible interest as far as their luminescence properties are
concerned. The Gd(III) lowest excited state lies at ~32.000 cm-1.37 This rules out the metal ion
sensitization process by most common organic antenna ligands (section 2.1 and Chapter 4) whose
energy levels lie at lower energy, i.e. typically below 30.000 cm-1. Therefore, the (ligand centred)
luminescence of the Gd(III) complexes is normally investigated to estimate the energy of the lowest
singlet and triplet excited states of the ligand via fluorescence and phosphorescence spectra
acquisition.

16

3 APPLICATIONS

3.1 Outline of this thesis
This doctoral work focused on the study of the photoluminescence properties of several
Ln(III) complexes emitting in the visible and near-infrared spectral window. The investigations
have been carried out in both liquid and solid state, by using either well-known matrices (organic
polymer and Sol-Gel glasses) or completely novel medium such as carbon nanotubes. As widely
reported in literature, (i) lighting,35,
lasers,62,

63

38-48

(ii) bioassay,49-51 (iii) telecommunications52-61 and (iv)

which well fit with the present experimental work, represent the most common

applications involving lanthanides. Furthermore, rare-earth elements are of particular interest in
many other areas which are now briefly described.

3.2 Overview on applications
High-technology and environmental applications of rare earth elements have grown
dramatically in diversity and importance over the past four decades3. As many of these applications
are highly specific, they have acquired a level of great technological significance, and demand for
several of the less abundant REE has increased dramatically. Permanent magnet technology has
been revolutionized by alloys containing Nd, Sm, Gd, Dy, or Pr ions. Small, lightweight, highstrength REE magnets have allowed miniaturization of numerous electrical and electronic
components used in appliances, audio and video equipment, computers, automobiles,
communications systems, and military gear. Many recent technological innovations (for example,
miniaturized multi-gigabyte portable disk drives and DVD drives) would not be possible without
REE magnets. Cerium, the most abundant and least expensive REE, has dozens of applications,
some highly specific. For example, Ce oxide is uniquely suited as a polishing agent for glass. The
polishing action of CeO2 depends on both its physical and chemical properties, including the two
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accessible oxidation states of cerium, Ce(III) and Ce(IV), in aqueous solution. Virtually all polished
glass products, from ordinary mirrors and eyeglasses to precision lenses, are finished with CeO2.
Environmental applications of REE have clearly increased over the past three decades. This
trend will certainly continue, because of the growing alarms about global warming and energy
efficiency.64 Several REE are essential constituents of both petroleum fluid cracking catalysts and
automotive pollution-control catalytic converters. Employ of REE magnets reduces the weight of
automobiles. Large-scale application of magnetic-refrigeration technology (described below) also
could significantly reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
In many applications, REE are advantageous because of their relatively low toxicity. For
example, the most common types of rechargeable batteries contain either cadmium (Cd) or lead
(Pb). Rechargeable lanthanum-nickel-hydride (La-Ni-H) batteries are gradually replacing Ni-Cd
batteries in computer and communications applications and could eventually replace lead-acid
batteries in automobiles. Although more expensive, La-Ni-H batteries offer greater energy density,
better charge-discharge characteristics, and less environmental problems upon disposal or recycling.
As another example, red and red-orange pigments made with La or Ce are superseding traditional
commercial pigments containing Cd or other toxic heavy metals.
The next high-technology application of the REE is expected to be magnetic refrigeration.
The six Ln(III) ions from Gd(III) through Tm(III) have unusually large magnetic moments, thanks
to the many unpaired electrons. A recently developed alloy, Gd5(Si2Ge2), with a “giant magnetocaloric effect” near room temperature will allow magnetic refrigeration to become competitive
with conventional gas-compression refrigeration. This new technology could be employed in
refrigerators, freezers, and residential, commercial, and automotive air conditioners. Magnetic
refrigeration is considerably more efficient than gas-compression refrigeration and does not require
refrigerants that are flammable or toxic, deplete the Earth’s ozone layer, or contribute to global
warming. 64
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3.3 Lighting
Interest on lighting has increased in the last decades because of growing demand and related
consumption of electricity. For instance, by using a traditional tungsten lamp, we withdraw from a
power station 100 units of primary energy, simply wasting 99 units as heat in the electricity
production and in the bulb itself. Extensive adoption of more efficient light sources, such as light
emitting diodes

Fig. 3.3.1 Light source efficiencies between 1850 and 2050 (previsions).

(LED), organic light emitting diodes (OLED) and efficient fluorescent lamps, reduces the energy
demand/waste and potentially achieve significant reductions in carbon dioxide emissions
(equivalent to removing one-third of the automobiles currently on the road). Furthermore, oldfashioned Cathode Ray Tubes (CRT, consisting of a screen with red, green, and blue phosphor
pixels excited by fast electrons), commonly used in computer monitors and television devices,
being gradually replaced by much more high quality and efficient Liquid Crystal Displays (LCD)
and Plasma Display Panels (PDP), which may bring significant electricity savings. LCD are nonorganic, non-emissive devices that require an external light source or a back lighting system; self-
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emissive alternatives are under development. PDP consist
of a matrix of plasma discharge cells that works by
applying a voltage between two transparent display
electrodes on the front glass plate of the display, each cell
generates a Xenon discharge with subsequent emission of
red, green, or blue light. For instance, colour cathode-ray
tubes and liquid-crystal displays used in computer
monitors and televisions employ europium as the red

Fig 3.3.2. A typical OLED device structure.
The number of layers can vary depending on
used material and deposition technique

phosphor and no substitute is known. OLED are the last frontier of lighting technology. They are
thin-film multi-layer devices consisting of i) electrodes
ii) active materials iii) electron and hole injectors. All
layers are between protective barriers layer. At least one
of the electrodes must be transparent to light (generally
ITO: Indium Tin Oxide). When a voltage is applied, the
generated electric field supports injection of charges
through the electrodes / active layer interfaces. Holes
Fig. 3.3.3 WOLED (White OLED) device

(injected from

the anode) and electrons (injected from the cathode)
migrate towards each other in the opposite directions, and
finally meet. The charge recombination generates the
excited states (or excitons) of the active materials which
deactivate emitting light. It is clearly desirable that all
deactivations involve photon output (light).
Fig. 3.3.4 Flexible OLED device
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3.4 Bioassay
In the areas of life science, biotechnology and clinical diagnostics, several bio-labelling
reagents, including radio-isotopes, enzymes, fluorescence dyes, and chemiluminescent compounds,
have been developed and widely used for the detection of biological molecules.49, 50 Among these
reagents, due to the high sensitivity and easy operation of luminescence detection, fluorescent dyes
have

occupied

the

most

important

position

fluoroimmunoassay and medical-imaging65,

66

in

today’s

biotechnology,

being

used

. Basically, fluoroimmunology determines the

concentration of an antigen in a biological matrix taking advantage from the interaction antibodyluminescent probe through

Probe decay

I

three

basic

steps:

i)

antibody-probe bonding ii)

Background decay

antibody-probe-antigen
bonding iii) determination

Detected signal

of the luminescence of the
immunocomplex (as the
only emitting species in the
matrix).

However,

the

conventional fluorescence

time
Applied
delay

Window of
detection

Fig. 3.4.1 Principle of time-resolved fluorometric measurements

bioassay has the problem
that

the

fluorescence

detection is easily affected
by the background noises

caused by biological sample and analysis instrument. The use of Ln(III) complexes remarkably
improves the sensibility of such diagnostic techniques. Because of their long-lived (micromillisecond timescale) emission decays, the signal can be detected by applying a suitable delay
(usually a few hundreds of nanoseconds) which cut off the undesired background noise (Fig. 3.4.1).
21

To this purpose, Vis and NIR emitting Ln(III) complexes can be employed due to their strong
luminescence efficiency and relative transparency of human tissue, respectively.65, 67, 68
On the other hand, the non-emissive Gd(III) ion represents the relaxation agent of choice
because of its high magnetic moment and long electronic relaxation times. In fact, the ability of the
gadolinium complexes to efficiently catalyse the proton relaxation of the water molecules is
exploited in the contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance
imaging technique69 (MRI, Figs. 3.4.2 and 3.4.3).70 This
ability is described in terms of the relaxivity (r1p), i.e. the
enhancement in the solvent nuclei relaxation rate
measured in a millimolar solution of the paramagnetic
complex, at a given
Fig. 3.4.2. MRI diagnostic apparatus

temperature and magnetic field

strength (typically 25°C and 0.47 T). The proton
relaxivity depends on several structural and dynamic

parameters that provides useful information on the
metal complex. The most relevant are: (i) the number,
q, of water molecules present in the inner coordination
sphere of the Gd3+ ion; (ii) the distance, r, between the
metal centre and the proton nuclei of the coordinated
solvent molecules; (iii) the mean residence lifetime, τM,
of

these

water

molecules;

(iv)

the

molecular

reorientational correlation time, τR, related to the size of

Fig. 3.4.3 T2 sample images from the
sagittal, T1 weighted and T1+C weigthed
gadolinium enhanced MRI sequences of
human tissue

the complex; (v) the electronic relaxation time of Gd3+ described in terms of the parameters ∆2 and
τV, where ∆ is the trace of the zero field splitting (ZFS) tensor and τV the correlation time for the
modulation of the transient ZFS. The value of the relaxation parameters can be assessed by
measuring the relaxivity as a function of the magnetic field strength and by fitting the experimental
data (nuclear magnetic relaxation dispersion, NMRD,

profile) to the proper set of equations
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describing the paramagnetic relaxation.71,

72

Furthermore, additional information on the possible

occurrence of coordination equilibria, structural changes, hydrolysis and formation of hydroxo
species, variation of the hydration number q, etc. can be obtained by investigating the dependence
of r1p from pH (and temperature).

3.5 Telecommunications
Telecommunication plays a vital role in modern society. Information handling is one of the
peculiar features of the current century and increasing phenomena such as network accessibility for
Er2O3 doped fibre optics

more and more people (“global wiring”) need further
technological implementation. By the way, internet
makes use of only a small part of total bandwidth
available.73 Other services (HDTV – High Definition
Television, Video-On-Demand, interactive television,
voice traffic etc..) and applications which process a huge

amount of data (multimedia applications, video conferencing etc..) are supposed to be available to
more and more people in the next future. Copper wires cannot satisfy the need for high volume data
transfer because of low transmission speed and small signal bandwidth.
Information transmission by using optical cables, which transport pulses of light instead of
electricity (Fig. 3.5.1), increases bandwidth massively.74 Currently, the telecommunication systems
installed work at 40 Gbit/s but the speed limit serviceable with all optical components has been
foreseen to be up to 1 Tbit/s. Anyway, for long distance communication it is necessary to
compensate the losses in the fibre by regenerating the signal typically every 50 –150 km (depending
on the data rate). This is currently done by optical amplifiers. An amplifying medium contains a
material capable of luminescence at the signal beam wavelength. The luminescent material needs to
be pumped with a laser, a signal beam travelling through the amplifying medium will stimulate the
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emission of light, which is of the same wavelength and phase. For amplification of an 1.55 µm –
signal, erbium doped fibre amplifiers (EDFA’s) are used due to the 4I13/2→4I15/2 transition (see Fig.
2.3.2). The core of the fibre is doped with erbium ions during fibre fabrication. The amplifier is
pumped at either 1.48 µm or 0.98 µm with a commercially available semiconductor diode laser
coupled into the amplifier with a wavelength multiplexer. For creation of an optical transmission
system totally made of organic compounds new materials are needed, which are transparent at
certain wavelengths and can be optically and electrically activated only. Erbium, currently used in
the laser repeaters despite its high cost, possesses the required optical properties.

Fig. 3.5.1 Schematic representation of a (fiber-)waveguide, consisting of a
core material embedded in a cladding material with lower refractive
index. Basically waveguiding is the phenomenon of total internal
reflection of a light beam in a material that is embedded in another
material with a lower refractive index that confines and guides the light
beam through the core of the fiber

3.6 Lasers
Rare earth ions doped into various crystals are well-known to exhibit laser operation as
active elements, usually emitting in the IR spectral region. In combination with other rare earth or
transition metal ions a variety of lasers has been manufactured. Recently, a comprehensive
overview of transition metal and rare earth ion doped crystals for application as tunable solid-state
lasers has been reported,63 detailing the laser operation in the spectral range between 270 nm and
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4500 nm, based on 3d↔ 3d and 4f ↔ 5d transitions. Also, upconversion laser processes of crystals
doped with rare earth ions have been reviewed extensively.75
Neodymium, because of its emission line at 1064 nm, is the most common lanthanide used
as laser source.62 Known laser crystals include Tm3+ doped YAlO3, Y3Al5O12 (YAG).76 After Yb3+sensitized materials were originally investigated for infrared quantum counters,77 co-doping with
rare earths such as Tm3+ proved to show efficient upconversion laser operation in several crystals.
Recently, an orange and red upconversion laser has been presented, based on an avalanche pumping
mechanism of Pr3+, Yb3+ in BaY2F8 (BYF).78-80 Efficient tunable laser operation has been observed
in diode-pumped Yb, Tm:KY(WO4)2 around 1.9 µm. BYF with Tm3+ concentrations ranging from 2
to 18 at.% varies its emission wavelength from 1927 nm up to 2030 nm, while the nature of the
transition changes from purely electronic to vibronic. Besides laser applications of IR-visible
upconversion materials, one should also mention three-dimensional displays,81 visualization of IR
light, and security marking of official documents. Solid state lasers based on Tm3+ and Ho3+ have
many applications in remote sensing, medical, and military technologies. Tm3+, Ho3+, Er3+ in
Y3Al5O12 (YAG) has been demonstrated to lase at room temperature.82 A high-power laser based on
Cr3+, Tm3+, Ho3+ (CTH) in YAG has been conceived soon afterwards. Q-switched Cr,Tm:YAG and
CTH:YAG laser operation emitting at 2 µm wavelength has been achieved with maximum pulse
energy of 0.7 and 0.5 J, respectively, and corresponding pulse widths of 140 ns and 165 ns. The
extraordinary high efficiency is due to the Cr3+ to Tm3+ energy transfer having high quantum
efficiency. These characteristics generate large interest for a wide range of applications, e.g. in the
medical field. Recently, improved laser operation of LiCAF:Ce3+ and LiLuF4:Ce3+ was observed at
output energies of 60 mJ and 27 mJ, respectively.83
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Phenanthroline type complexes
Luminescence properties in D2O solution of Eu(III) and Er(III) complexes have been
studied. The dipartite ligand 1, (Scheme 4.1.1) includes (i) a 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7triacetic acid (DO3A) unit serving as hosting site for the metal center; and (ii) a phenanthroline unit
which plays the role of light antenna for the sensitization process of the metal centred luminescence.
The ISC step for phenanthroline takes place
with φISC >> 0.85 (actually, not far from unit)
within the complex,22 and the rate constant for
the energy transfer step is kEnT ≈ 107 s-1, which
compared to a deactivation rate constant kT ~ 3
×104 s-1 for the T (Triplet) level results in φEnT ~
Scheme 4.1.1. Chemical structure of the ligand 1

unit. X-ray and 1H NMR results are consistent

with full saturation of the nine coordination sites within the Ln(III) complexes.23 The luminescence
results are consistent with both an effective intersystem crossing (ISC) at the light absorbing
phenanthroline unit (λexc = 278 nm) and an effective energy transfer process from the
phenanthroline donor to the cation acceptor (with unit or close to unit efficiency for both steps).
In D2O, the emission quantum yield, Φse, is 0.3 and 5× 10-6, for Eu•1 (main luminescence peaks at
585, 612, 699 nm) and Er•1 (luminescence peak at 1530 nm), respectively (Fig. 4.1.1).
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Fig. 4.1.1 Luminescence spectra of Eu●1, Er●1, and [Ru(bpy)3]2+ complexes H2O; excitation of isoabsorbing samples
was performed at 278 nm.

It is worth noticing the low erbium luminescence quantum yield appears one,84 or two,85 orders of
magnitude lower than what is found in other Er3+complexes. It should be stressed however that
most literature data regarding

Er(III) luminescence has been drawn relying on a comparison

between observed and radiative lifetimes, according to ΦEr = τobs/τrad. 86 87
Our approach has been to proceed to a direct comparison of calculated areas for the
luminescence profiles as obtained from corrected emission spectra and by using isoabsorbing
solutions at the selected excitation wavelength, 278 nm. A largely employed luminophore,
[Ru(bpy)3]2+ (Φ = 0.028 in aerated water),22 has been selected as a standard.
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Along this line, the synthesis of a new ligand (2), containing a single phenanthroline (phen)
chromophore and a flexibly connected diethylenetriamine tetracarboxylic acid unit (DTTA) as a
lanthanide coordination site, has been carried out [2 is 4-[(9-Methyl-1,10-phenantrol-2-yl)methyl]1,4,7-triazaheptane-1,1,7,7-tetracetic acid]. The open coordinating DTTA unit is expected to
provide highly stable and more protected complexes relative to N-ring (DO3A) due to its increased
flexibility, which results in a better coordination ability
especially for cations with high coordination site number

N
N

such as lanthanides. Using the ligand 2, an extended
COOH
COOH series of water soluble lanthanide complexes was
N

obtained (Ln = Eu(III), Tb(III), Gd(III), Sm(III), Dy(III),

N

Pr(III), Ho(III), Yb(III), Nd(III), and Er(III)). The

N

stoichiometry for the association was found 1:1, with an

COOH association constant KA ≥ 107 s-1 as determined by
COOH
luminescence spectroscopy. The luminescence and

Scheme 4.1.2: Chemical structure of the
ligand 2

photophysical properties of the series of lanthanide

complexes were investigated in both H2O and D2O solutions. High efficiencies for the sensitized
emission, Φse, in air equilibrated water were observed for both Eu(III) and Tb(III) in the visible
region and of Sm(III), Dy(III), Pr(III), Ho(III), Yb(III), Nd(III), and Er(III) in the Vis and/or nearInfrared region. For Eu•2 and Tb•2, luminescence data for water and deuterated water allowed to
estimate that no solvent molecules (q) are bound to the ion centers (q = 0).

Luminescence

quenching by oxygen was investigated in selected cases. Lanthanide complex solutions were
obtained upon addition of one equivalent of Ln(Cl)6•6H2O to a water solution of 2 in which were
previously added four equivalents of TBA (Tetrabutylammonium hydroxide) in order to
deprotonate the carboxylic groups of the chelating ligand. The stoichiometry of the association
between 2 and the lanthanide ions was 1:1, as evaluated by emission intensity titration experiments.
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Fig. 4.1.2 Absorption spectra of 2 (solid line) and Eu•2 (dashed line) in H2O solutions. Inset a), luminescence titration
of 2 in water solution upon addition of aliquots of EuCl3(H2O)6; λexc= 279 nm. Inset b), luminescence intensity changes
detected at λem = 616 nm; the full line results from the fitting procedure.

The experiments were performed for 2 × 10-5 M water solution of the ligand by using concentrated
solution (≈ 10-3 M) of lanthanide salts. For illustration purposes, insets a) and b) of Fig. 4.1.2 show
results for the case of Eu•2; in the insets, I is luminescence intensity observed at 616 nm
(corresponding to the 5D0 → 7F2 transition, which appears as the strongest luminescent band88 when
no phototube correction for the fluorimeter is taken into account). Inset b) provides evidence for the
1:1 association and the full line results from a fitting procedure in accord with eq.4.1.1,89, 90

eq.4.1.1

I = I0 +

[

∆I
K diss + X + S0 −
2 S0

(K diss + X + S0 )2 − 4 XS0

]
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where I0 and ∆I are the initial luminescence intensity and the its final increase, respectively, as
observed at 616 nm, Kdiss = 1/KML (KML is the association constant), and, X and S0 are the titrant
and ligand concentrations respectively. Results of titration experiments always indicated that the 1:1
association takes place with KML ≥ 107 M-1. Similar results were obtained for other Ln(III)
complexes in the series.
The absorption spectra of 2 and Eu•2 in water solution are shown in Fig. 4.1.2. Their
spectral shapes remarkably overlap and the two peaks in UV region at 230 and 279 nm are ascribed
to the phenanthroline centred transition. Similar results were obtained for the other Ln(III)
complexes investigated. This is an uncommon outcome, because the presence of triply charged ions
incorporated within a complex is usually signalled by a change of the absorption profile of the close
chromophore17, 22. Thus, apparently the coordination of the phenathroline moiety at Eu(III) ion does
not actually imply a strong electronic interaction between these two centers. What is relevant,
however, is that efficient sensitization of the MC luminescence takes place, as revealed by the
intense luminescence observed for all studied complexes. The (supposedly) weak electronic
interaction between the light absorbing phen and the light emitting Ln(III) subunits is however
sufficient to promote the occurrence of ligand-to-metal energy transfer. To our knowledge, a similar
case is only reported in the literature for a system with appended a single acetophenone unit.91
Ligand centred emission. The absorption bands of lanthanide complexes are due to ligandcentered 1LC transitions. The luminescence study of Gd•2 allows to evaluate the energy levels of
the lowest-lying singlet (S1) and triplet (T) excited states in the presence of a heavy and triply
charged center. Luminescence results for Gd•2 were obtained at room temperature (fluorescence)
and at 77 K (phosphorescence). With regard to the room temperature results as monitored at the
fluorescence band for 2 (φ = 3.5 × 10-3 and τ = 0.9 ns) and for Gd•2 (φ = 7.4 × 10-4 and τ < 0.5 ns)
one draws the indication that the metal center causes an improved intersystem crossing within the
complex, with respect to what happens for the phen ligand φISC = 0.8522, 92, suggesting that for 2 φISC
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~ 1. As for the 77 K results, from the highest energy peak of the phosphorescence profile, the ET
level of phenanthroline origin can be estimated to lye at 21640 cm-1 for both 2 and Gd•2.
Metal Centred emission. The normalized luminescence spectra for complexes Eu•2, Tb•2,
Sm•2, Dy•2, Pr•2, Ho•2, Yb•2, Nd•2, and Er•2 are shown in Fig. 4.1.3, as arranged according to
their predominant emission region, from Vis to NIR. Luminescence quantum yields and lifetimes in
H2O and D2O solutions were obtained and are collected in Table 4.1.1. Experiments were also
carried out in degassed water solution; only Tb•2 exhibited oxygen sensitivity.
Coordination features. Eu•2 and Tb•2 showed a remarkably intense and long-lived
luminescence in both H2O and D2O solutions. Comparison of luminescence results for water and
deuterated water provides an assessment of solvent binding at the Eu(III) and Tb(III) centers. This
is done by using the following equations,93, 94

eq. 4.1.2

qEu = 1.2 (1/τ H2O – 1/τ D2O - 0.25)

eq. 4.1.3

qTb = 4.2 (1/τ H2O – 1/τ D2O –0.06)

where q (uncertainty ± 0.5) is the number of coordinated solvent molecules and lifetimes are in ms.
For Eu•2, use of eq.4.1.2 provides qEu = 0.02. For Tb•2, qTb = 0.01, eq. 4.1.3.
These results indicate that the coordination shell of ligand effectively prevents water from
binding at the metal centers. Of course, this is the basic reason for the high luminescence
performances of complexes Eu•2 and Tb•2 in water, in agreement with the fact that OH oscillators
are kept far from the metal centers and cannot act as quenchers (see Chapter 2).93 It is interesting to
notice that a potential cause of luminescence attenuation for NIR lanthanide emitters in water could
be re-absorption of the emitted light due to the fact that the near-IR emitters exhibit luminescence
profiles that nicely overlap with water absorption regions. For instance, Er(III)-containing
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complexes undergo complete quenching in water, and their emission can only be detected in
deuterated water.95 On the other hand, complexes whose luminescence does not overlap with the
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Fig.4.1.3 Room temperature uncorrected emission spectra for the complexes of the indicated lanthanide
cations, in air-equilibrated D2O solvent; OD = 0.20 at the employed λexc = 279 nm. For each complex,
intensities from Vis and NIR regions are normalized.

water absorption (i.e., Ho•2 and Dy•2) show practically unchanged emission features in both
solvents. Regarding the coordination features of the Sm•2, Dy•2, Pr•2, Ho•2, Yb•2, Nd•2, and
Er•2 complexes, we assume that also in these cases no solvent molecules (q = 0) are present within
the first coordination sphere.
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Table 4.1.1. Metal centred luminescence properties in H2O and D2O solutions.a
H2O

D2O

λmaxb (nm)

φse

τ (µs)

λmaxb (nm)

φse

τ (µs)

Eu•2

616

0.24

1250

616

0.30

1880

Tb•2

544

0.15
0.45c

780
2.3c

544

0.14

820

Sm•2

598

2.5 × 10–3

13.0

598

2.5 × 10-3

34.0

Dy•2

478

5 × 10-4

1.2

478

5 × 10-4

1.1

Pr•2

608

3 × 10 - 5

d

608

2 × 10-4

d

Ho•2

650

2 × 10-5

d

650

2 × 10-5

d

Yb•2

980

2 × 10-4

2.5

980

1 × 10-3

10.0

Nd•2

1064

4 × 10-5

< 0.2

1064

2 × 10-4

0.4

Er•2

1530

d

d

1530

4 × 10-5

1.2

a

Room temperature, excitation at 279 nm; the list is arranged according to the predominant Vis/NIR emission region. b
Highest intensity line or band. c Degassed solution. d Not detected due to weakness of the signal.

Oxygen effect. Luminescence intensity and lifetime data in air-equilibrated and degassed
water solutions of Eu•2 and Tb•2 were compared. For Eu•2, no relevant changes were noticed. By
contrast, a three-fold increase of both parameters for Tb•2 in degassed solution was found
indicating the occurrence of a quenching by oxygen molecules. As it is known for complexes
incorporating the phen chromophore,22 this effect is due a small energy gap between ligand-centred
ET levels and MC levels, so that both forward (ligand-to-metal) and backward (metal-to-ligand)
energy transfer processes take place. This allows deactivation of the ligand ET level through nonradiative quenching pathways by oxygen molecules. We have modeled the room temperature
equilibrium between the ET level of phenanthroline origin and the MC luminescent level of Tb(III)
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by employing the following parameters. (i) The energy gap (∆E) between the two levels was
estimated from the luminescence profiles, (ii) the rate constant for the ET decay was kP = 1/(35µs),92
and (iii) the rate constant for diffusional quenching by oxygen was kqO2 = 2.0 × 106 s-1, as evaluated
from kdiff × [O2], with kdiff = 7 × 109 M-1 s-1, and [O2] = 0.29 × 10-3 M.4 The three-fold changes of
the luminescence features for Tb•2 could be reproduced for k12 ≈ 5 × kqO2 [with the backward
energy transfer k21 = k12 exp(-∆E/RT)]. Accordingly, the phenanthroline→Tb(III) energy transfer
step was evaluated to be ken ≈ 1 × 107 s-1.
For all complexes, except Tb•2, no changes of luminescence properties were appreciated for
air-equilibrated and degassed samples. This behaviour can be understood mainly in terms of the
energetic factor, i.e, because the energy gap between ligand and metal centred levels is ∆E >> 1500
cm-1, i.e. too high to allow any effective back energy transfer. A distinctive reason for the lack of
oxygen effect is met for the case of Dy•2, because the energy level of Dy(III) (4F9/2 → 6H15/2,33
~21100 cm-1), is close-lying to that of Tb(III) (~20600 cm-1); however the two complexes exhibit
opposite performances. In fact, for Dy•2, the shorter luminescence decay (∼1 µs) respect to that of
Tb•2 (∼ 800 µs) does not allow the establishment of an equilibrium between ligand (ET) and
Dy(III) centered levels. For the phen → Dy(III) energy transfer step, results of model calculations
are consistent with a forward rate of k12 ≈ 1 ×107 s-1, as for the case of Tb•2 .
Near-Infrared emitters and solvent. As shown in Fig. 4.1.3, Yb•2, Nd•2 and Er•2 are real
NIR emitting lanthanide complexes and their emission intensities appear to strongly depend on
solvent, likely due to water reabsorption effects. Instead, the emission range for Ho•2, Dy•2, Pr•2
and Sm•2 includes visible spectral portion and such solvent effects are not registered, which might
be explained by the fact that their luminescence profiles fall out of water absorption regions. In case
of Pr•2, a relevant emission portion in the NIR region significantly contributes to the total
luminescence. This likely explains why, on passing from D2O to H2O, a remarkable quenching
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factor (one order of magnitude) is detected. One can conclude that for the full series of complexes
the observed luminescence properties strongly depend on the solvent absorption regions.
Nature of the energy transfer step. As seen above, efficient phen → Ln(III) energy
transfer takes place for all investigated complexes; actually on the basis of the observed or derived
parameters, a φISC×φen ≈ 1 can be drawn. This result is consistent with results from 1H NMR
spectroscopy37, indicating that the two nitrogen atoms of phen are involved in the coordination of
the metal cation. On the other hand, it is remarkable that the absorption profile for the ligand 2 does
not change upon inclusion of the trivalent Ln cations as it happens usually.17,
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Furthermore, a

dipole-dipole (Förster-type)29 mechanism for energy transfer seems unlikely, given that the energy
transfer step involves a triplet level for the phen donor (as clearly shown by comparison of results
from air-equilibrated and degassed solutions of Tb•2, see above). All of these observations could
likely be reconciled on the basis of the notion that a very small electronic interaction is enough to
permit the occurrence of Dexter-Type energy transfer;30 such a type of interaction might be
mediated by the intervening sequence of bonds separating the phen chromophore and the DTTA site
hosting the Ln(III) centers.

4.2 Naphthalene and quinoline type complexes
The two-component ligand systems 3 and 4 which contain 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane1,4,7-triacetic acid (DO3A) as the hosting unit for the lanthanide cations, and naphthalene (which is
devoid of any chelating ability) or quinoline units, respectively, have been studied in aqueous
solution as chromophores complexed with Gd3+, Eu3+ and Tb3+ in a 1:1 molar ratio. (Scheme 4.2.1)
Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 summarise luminescence and photophysical results and quantum efficiencies
obtained for the various steps, that we shall examine in detail in the following. In particular, for the
complexes of Eu3+ and Tb3+ we have determined the efficiency of the L-to-Ln energy transfer step,
φΕnT (Table 4.2.2).
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Scheme 4.2.1: Chemical structures of the ligand 3(left) and 4(right)

ISC step. Regarding the ISC process occurring within the naphthalene and quinoline
chromophores, we first notice that ΦISC can be taken close to unit for the investigated complexes. In
fact, the pristine naphthalene chromophore exhibits a fluorescence lifetime τS = 96 ns (fluorescence
emission band maximum at λ = 310 nm, oxygen-free solution), with ΦISC = 0.75.96 For 3 and Gd•3,
we found τS = 8.6 and 2.4 ns, respectively, with identical results obtained for Tb•3 and Eu•3. This
is consistent with strongly enhanced ISC for the complexes of 3, with φISC >> 0.75. In principle, one
should consider that for the case of Eu3+ complexes, quenching of the singlet level of the
chromophore by photoinduced electron transfer might take place, leading to Eu2+ (the standard
Eu3+/2+ electrochemical potential is -0.35 V for the free aqua ion).97 Actually, for naphthalene, the
oxidation potential is +1.7 V (vs SCE) and the singlet excited level is at 3.99 eV.96
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Table 4.2.1 Luminescence and photophysical data at room temperature a
kr
(s-1)

ΣknrOH, b
(s-1)

ΣknrOD, b
(s-1)

2.1c

240d

2.3 ×103

345

1.4[c]

190d

1.8 ×103

370

0.050

360f

2.1 ×104

2.0 ×104

2.2 ×10-3

0.075

360f

1.3 ×104

1.3 ×104

0.015

0.450

360f

2.6 ×103

1.9 ×103

ΦEM
(H2O)

τH2O
(ms)

ΦEM
(D2O)

τD2O
(ms)

q

Eu•3

3.2 × 10-3

0.390

0.013

1.71

Eu•4

7.4 × 10-3

0.500

0.026

1.79

Tb•3[e] 5.6 × 10-3

0.048

7.9 × 10-3

Tb•4

2.4 ×10-3

0.076

Tb•4 g

0.013

0.337

a

Air-equilibrated samples unless otherwise indicated; photophysical results for Gd•3 and Gd•4 are reported and
discussed throughout the text. bΣknr = 1/τ - kr. cEstimated from qEu = 1.2 (1/τH2O – 1/ τD2O – 0.25).[14] dCalculated from
the MC emission profile, see text. eO2-free samples, estimated Σknr values are affected by large uncertainties; in airequilibrated samples no sensitised luminescence is observed. fFrom22. gO2-free samples; in air-equilibrated samples
sensitised luminescence intensity reduces to ca. 20%.

On these bases, the SNh →Eu3+ electron transfer step, which is evaluated to be strongly
exothermic, would be in competition with the SNh → T intersystem crossing. On the other hand, for
the excited Gd•3, no such electron transfer step is allowed (the standard Gd3+/2+ electrochemical
potential is -2.28 V for the free aqua ion),97 and the fact that for both Eu•3 and Gd•3 the same
singlet lifetime is observed, τS= 2.4 ns, suggests that also for Eu•3 the ISC step is the predominant
one for singlet level deactivation at ligand 3. Thus, the electron transfer step involving SNh and Eu3+
seems not to be competitive against the ISC step. Reasons for this behaviour might include (i) a
relatively small intercentre electronic coupling for the SNh →Eu3+ electron transfer, and (ii) the fact
that it should occur in “inverted region” conditions (∆Go ∼ - 2 eV), necessarily resulting in a
remarkable slowing down.98 As to the case of ligand 4, the pristine quinoline chromophore is
isostructural to naphthalene but contains a heteroatom, which is known to result in enhanced ISC
processes,99 consistent with the found τS = 7.7 ns and < 0.1 ns for 4 and Gd•4 (with nearly complete
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disappearance of the fluorescence band, expected at 310 nm; identical results were obtained for
Tb•4 and Eu•4). On this basis, also for the complexes of 4, φISC is expected close to unit.
Table 4.2.2 Efficiency of intrinsic MC luminescence, of L-to-Ln energy transfer and oxygen effect a
∆E (cm-1)

ΦLumMC b

ΦEnT

ΦLumMC b

H2O

ΦEnT
D2O

Eu•3

3380

0.094

0.034

0.41

0.032

Eu•4

4040

0.095

0.078

0.34

0.076

Tb•3 c

190

e

e

e

e

Tb•4 d

850

0.12

0.11

0.16

0.094

Air-equilibrated samples unless otherwise indicated. b ΦLumMC = kr/(kr + knrMC), see Table 4.2.1 and text. c O2-free
samples; in air equilibrated samples, no sensitisation is observed. d O2-free samples; in air-equilibrated samples the
sensitisation luminescence is reduced to ca. 20%. e Not reported owing to too large uncertainties.
a

Ligand-to-Metal energy transfer. The energy transfer step takes place from the triplet
energy level, ET, of the ligand. The luminescence spectra (77 K) of water solutions of Gd•3 and
Gd•4 allow determination of ET, see Figure 4.2.1. In fact, the lowest-lying MC excited level (6P7/2)
of Gd3+ is at 32150 cm-1, and the well-resolved luminescence spectra are to be ascribed to the
phosphorescence of the chromophores. From the spectral profiles depicted in this Figure, ET is
evaluated 21320 and 21740 cm-1, for 3 and 4, respectively; τP77K was 1.8 ms and 0.26 s,
respectively. From these results, the energy gap, ∆E, between the higher-lying ligand ET and the
MC luminescent levels is estimated 3380 and 4040 cm-1 for Eu•3 and Eu•4, respectively, and 190
and 850 cm-1 for Tb•3 and Tb•4, respectively.88, 100. It should be noticed that in air-equilibrated
samples, no emission was detected for Tb•3, due to the easily occurring Tb→L back energy
transfer, consistent with ∆E = 190 cm-1, and concomitant quenching of the ligand-centred ET level
by oxygen.22
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Fig. 4.2.1 Room temperature absorption spectra (left) and 77 K phosphorescence (right) for Gd·3 (full line) and
Gd·4 (dashed line); water solvent , λexc = 283 nm.

Results for overall luminescence efficiencies, ΦEM, and lifetimes, τ, obtained at room
temperature water and deuterated water, from air-equilibrated and O2-free solutions, are listed in
Table 4.2.1. The DO3A hosting unit fulfils seven coordination sites22 and for Eu3+ complexes, the
number of water molecules of the coordination sphere, q, can be evaluated by using values for the
lifetimes in water and deuterated water and according to eq. 4.1.2.93 This provides q ∼ 2.1 and 1.4
(uncertainty is ± 0.5) for the cases of naphthalene and quinoline antennae, respectively. On this
basis, direct coordination of the chromophore is excluded for the case of Eu•3. Regarding Eu•4, the
drawn indication seems less certain, because a fractional value for q might be related to the
presence of coordination isomers differing in the hydration state. This is also consistent with results
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from molecular modelling;101 for instance, for Eu•3, the metal-naphthalene closest separation
distance is found to be in the range 4-6 Å.
For the case of the Tb3+ complexes, the use of the same equation for determining q, eq. 4.1.3,93
yielded less reliable results because the detected metal-centred τ values are affected by the
establishment of a thermal equilibrium between ET and MC levels. Nevertheless, also based on the
relaxometric results obtained with Gd•3 and Gd•4 (see above) we assume the same coordination
properties for both the Tb3+ and Eu3+ examined complexes.
MC emission. In Table 4.2.1 are listed values for the kr and Σknr rate constants, as obtained
from the photophysical parameters and available literature sources.22,

100

Estimates of the pure

radiative lifetime for Eu3+ complexes (τr = 1/kr) were obtained according to an approach which
compares the intensity of the 5D0→7F1 band (593 nm, insensitive to the coordination environment)
to the overall shape of the emission spectrum, eq. 4.2.1.91, 102

k r = A(0,1)

eq. 4.2.1

I tot
I(0,1)

In this equation, A(0,1) is the spontaneous emission probability of the 5D0→7F1 transition that is
evaluated 32.4 s-1 in water91, 103 and [Itot/I(0,1)] is the ratio of the total integrated intensity of the
Eu3+ emission spectrum to the portion of the profile for the 5D0→7F1 band.
To notice that MC non-radiative processes can include both intrinsic and back energy
transfer contributions,

∑k

nr

ben
= k MC
nr + k nr . The former are related to the presence of OH

oscillators,88, 93, 100 and are therefore strongly depressed in D2O for the cases of Eu•3 and Eu•4,
where competition from Ln→L back energy transfer is not effective, see Tables 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. On
the contrary, for Tb•3 and Tb•4, the energy gap ∆E between the ligand ET level and the emissive
MC level is very small (Table 4.2.2) and Tb→L back energy transfer is by far the major
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contribution to the non-radiative deactivation. Values for the intrinsic MC luminescence quantum
yield, ΦlumMC = kr/(kr + knrMC), are listed in Table 4.2.2.
The L-to-Ln energy transfer efficiencies, ΦEnT, for both water and deuterated water cases,
were obtained from the experimentally determined values for ΦEM and the evaluated values for ΦISC
and ΦLumMC. A few relevant issues are noticed. (i) Owing to the partly unfilled coordination
environment at the metal centres (q = 2 and 1.4), ΦLumMC reaches the highest values in D2O solvent,
Table 4.2.1. (ii) For Eu•3 and Eu•4, energy transfer efficiencies of ca. 3 and 8%, respectively, are
observed. (iii) For Tb•3 and Tb•4, the luminescence is very sensitive to the presence of oxygen,
which is consistent with the establishment of an equilibrium between ligand-centred and metalcentred excited levels and the oxygen effect;22 for Tb•3, in air-equilibrated samples no
luminescence is detected.

4.3 d-f complexes
A different approach for the sensitization of the Ln(III) emitting levels is represented by the
use of d-block metal fragments. The first examples of sensitised near-IR emission from lanthanide
complexes using a covalently-attached d-block complex unit as sensitiser were described only a few
years ago, from the groups of van Veggel and Parker, using [Ru(bipy)3]2+ or ferrocenyl units104 and
Pd-porphyrin105 as energy-donors, respectively. More recently, Cr(III) chromophores have been
used as energy-donors to luminescent lanthanides in heterodinuclear helicate complexes,106 and in
oxalate-bridged dinuclear complexes.107 Other heterodinuclear assemblies incorporating a metal
polypyridyl unit connected to a lanthanide, which show d→f energy-transfer and subsequent NIR
luminescence from the lanthanide, have been described by the groups of Faulkner and Coe,108, 109
Yanagida,110 Pikramenou,111 and Beer.112
On our side, we investigated samples based on the two series of d-f complexes shown in
Scheme 4.3.1: one based on a [Re(CO)3Cl(dimine)] unit and the other based on a Pt-diiminebis(acetylide) unit both acting as energy donors.
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In the two series, 2,2’-bipyrimidine is used as the bridging ligand connecting the two metal
sites in order to keep the metal-metal separation short and facilitate energy-transfer. Their
photophysical properties, in particular the occurrence of d→f energy-transfer, leading to quenching
of the luminescence from the d-block unit and sensitised NIR luminescence from the lanthanide
unit. Binding of a [Ln(dik)3(H2O)2] units [dik = fod (tBuC(O)CH2C(O)CF2CF2CF3), or hfa
(CF3C(O)CH2C(O)CF3) or tta (2-thenoyltrifluoroacetone)] to diimines (NN), according to eq. 4.3.1,
to give the 8-coordinate diimine adduct with liberation of two molecules of water is known to be a
reversible process, with equilibrium constants of up to 107 M-1 for NN = 2,2’-bipyridine or 1,10phenanthroline in hydrocarbon solvents.113, 114

eq.4.3.1

[Ln(dik)3(H2O)2] + NN =

[Ln(dik)3(NN)] + 2H2O

With less basic NN ligands the equilibrium constant is correspondingly reduced. For example, we
recently observed binding constants of the order of 104 M-1 in CH2Cl2 for association of
[Ln(dik)3(H2O)2] to the vacant NN site of complexes such as [Cl2Pt(dppz)] [dppz = 2,3-di(2pyridyl)pyrazine] in which one of the vacant N donors is a pyrazine rather than a pyridine ring.65
The result is that, at the concentrations typically used for luminescence and UV/Vis spectroscopic
studies, partial dissociation of the dinuclear d-f complexes occurs, which complicates the
luminescence analysis in solution. Given the relatively low basicity of pyrimidine compared to
pyridine (pKa values in water of 1.3 and 5.2 respectively for protonation), it was felt that this was
likely to be an issue with these complexes, and accordingly UV/Vis and luminescence titrations on
representative systems were carried out.
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Scheme 4.3.1 Chemical structures of studied complexes

Addition of portions of [Ln(hfac)3(H2O)2] (Ln = Gd, Yb) to a solution of of (bpym)PtCF3 in dry
CH2Cl2 resulted in a deepening of the orange colour of the Pt chromophore, which is associated
with the MLCT transition being reduced in energy and shifted more into the visible region, from
415 nm to 425 nm [Fig. 4.3.1(a)]. A graph of absorbance at a selected wavelength vs. amount of
[Ln(hfac)3(H2O)2] added gave a smooth curve which fitted well to a 1:1 binding isotherm [Fig.
4.3.1(c)], from which the association constant for binding of the lanthanide fragment to the diimine
site (equilibrium constant for eq. 4.3.1) could be determined; the values obtained were 3.5 (±0.3) x
105 M-1 for Pt-Yb and 1.2 (±0.2) x 105 M-1 for Pt-Gd. These are rather low compared to the values
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obtained

for

other

lanthande-diimine

adducts

with

ligands

such

as

bipyridine

and

phenanthroline,113, 114 as a consequence of the poor basicity of bipyrimidine. The slightly higher Ka
value for Pt-Yb compared to Pt-Gd presumably reflects the smaller ionic radius and higher charge
density of Yb3+. It is not appropriate to over-analyse these binding constants as we found that they
are very sensitive to traces of moisture in the solvent; use of ordinary undried CH2Cl2 from a fresh
bottle afforded binding constants two orders of magnitude lower; the important point is that with Ka
values of ca. 105 M-1, significant dissociation is to be expected at the concentrations typically used
for luminescence measurements in solution (≈ 10-5 M).
Luminescence spectra were also recorded during the titrations. With Ln = Yb, binding of
the lanthanide fragment results in complete quenching of the luminescence of free (bpym)PtCF3
[Fig. 4.3.1(b)].

In contrast, when Ln = Gd, there is some quenching of the (bpym)PtCF3

luminescence but this is not complete and about 15% of the original luminescence intensity remains
after addition of excess [Gd(hfac)3(H2O)2].

This implies two things.

Firstly, binding of a

lanthanide fragment to the secondary site of (bpym)PtCF3 provides an additional pathway for
quenching of the Pt-based luminescence, either by providing additional vibrational pathways for
deactivation of the excited state, or by the heavy-atom effect. These effects alone do not result in
complete quenching, as shown by the Pt-Gd system where there is residual luminescence; it is
important to note that Gd(III) cannot act as an energy-acceptor because its first electronically
excited state is far too high in energy. In contrast, in the Pt-Yb system, quenching is complete
because of the ability of Yb(III) to act as an energy-acceptor through its low-lying 2F5/2 level. The
presence of incomplete quenching of the Pt-based luminescence for Ln = Gd but complete
quenching for Ln = Yb indicates that Pt→Yb photoinduced energy-transfer is taking place in the
latter case and we should see sensitized luminescence from Yb(III) following excitation of the
(bpym)PtCF3 centre.
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A similar titration experiments was
performed on the [Re(bpym)(CO)3Cl]/ Yb(fod)3
system, with similar results.

Binding of the

Yb(fod)3 fragment at the vacant diimine site
results in a red-shift of the MLCT absorption in
the

UV/Vis

spectrum,

from

which

an

association constant for lanthanide binding in
Re-Yb of 1.9 (±0.2) x 105 M-1 cm-1 was
determined, comparable to the values obtained
for

the

Pt-Ln

complexes.

Photophysical

properties of dinuclear Re-Ln (Ln = Nd, Yb and
Er) and Pt-Nd complexes were investigated in
CH2Cl2 solution. For the sake of comparison,
mononuclear compounds [Re(bpym)(CO)3Cl],
(bpym)PtCF3,

[Nd(tta)3(H2O)2],

[Yb(fod)3(H2O)2], and [Er(fod)3(H2O)2]

have

been also studied, the absorption spectra are
depicted in Figure 4.3.2. For the Nd(III)
complexes the light absorbing antenna unit is
Fig.
4.3.1
Titration
of
(bpym)PtCF3
with
Yb(hfac)3(H2O)2 in a CH2Cl2 solution: (a) red shift in
the MLCT absorption maximum of (bpym)PtCF3; (b)
quenching of Pt-based luminescence; (c) absorbance
values at 500 nm during titration (dots) fitted to a 1:1
binding isotherm (line) to give Ka = 3.5 x 105 M-1.

the diketonate ligand tta or hfac (to be used for
Re-Nd and Pt-Nd, respectively), for Yb(III) and
Er(III) analogues this role is played by fod. The

presence of different ligands is reflected in the different UV absorption profiles.
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Fig. 4.3.2 Electronic absorption spectra of [Re(bpym)(CO)3Cl] (red), (bpym)PtCF3 (green), [Nd(tta)3(H2O)2] (black),
and [Yb/Er(fod)3(H2O)2] (blue). Above 400 nm, the spectra are multiplied by a factor of 7.5. Inset: phosphorescence
spectra of [Gd(fod)3(H2O)2] at 77 K in CH2Cl2, λexc = 294 nm.

The lowest electronic excited states of [Re(bpym)(CO)3Cl]115,

116

and (bpym)PtCF3117-120

are of 3MLCT nature, their energy being about 2.19 and 2.39 eV, respectively, as estimated from 77
K emission spectra. For the mononuclear lanthanide complexes, UV excitation of the ligand-centred
band, results in typical luminescence of the corresponding Ln(III) ion in the NIR spectral region,
with energy levels below 1.4 eV. This is a consequence of an energy transfer process from the
diketonate ligand to the corresponding metal ion. The sensitization process in lanthanide complexes
occurs from the ligand triplet levels121 which, for fod/hfa and tta, are positioned at 2.80 and 2.57 eV,
respectively, according to the phosphorescence spectra of the reference Gd(III) complexes.121
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From this energy level description, the dinuclear complexes Re-Ln or Pt-Ln possess an
energy gradient allowing energy transfer from the d-block to the f-block moiety. The absorption
spectra of Re-Ln and Pt-Nd in CH2Cl2 solution are depicted in Figure 4.3.3.

Fig. 4.3.3 Electronic absorption spectra of Re-Yb/Er (black), Re-Nd (red), and Pt-Nd (blue) in a CH2Cl2 solution.
Above 400 nm, the spectra are multiplied by a factor of 10. The dinuclear complexes undergo partial dissociation;
therefore, the spectra reflect a mixture of dissociated and undissociated samples (see text).

The UV spectral range is characterized by ligand centred transitions. The contribution of the bpym
chelating ligand is of minor importance and only observable in the peak/shoulders around 235 nm
(see spectrum of [Re(bpym)(CO)3Cl] in Figure 4.3.2). The remarkable differences observed in the
various cases are related to the presence of the three different diketonate ligands (fod, tta, or hfa)
which exhibit peculiar UV absorption profiles (Figure 4.3.2). For binuclear complexes, by
inspecting the absorption spectra of mononuclear compounds in Figure 4.3.3, one can assign the
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absorption features above 400 nm to MLCT transitions of the Re- or Pt-complexed moiety. The
intensity of the Pt(II)→bpym MLCT absorption band is substantially stronger than that of the
Re(I)→bpym absorption. Of course, in these conditions there will be some dissociation of the
dinuclear complex, but the main features of the complexes [viz. the diketonate-centred transitions at
300 – 400 nm; the MLCT transition of the d-block fragment at λ > 400 nm] are only slightly
affected by this and, apart from the shift in the MLCT absorption of the d-block unit in the
dinuclear complexes, the spectra of the dinuclear complexes are approximately the sum of the
spectra of the two chromophores.
Upon excitation of the MLCT band of the Re moiety at 460 nm, all the dinuclear Re-Ln
complexes exhibit the NIR emission features of the lanthanide ion (Fig. 4.3.4). Since no direct
excitation of the lanthanide moiety occurs at this wavelength, the observed NIR emission signals
can only arise by sensitization of the lanthanide ions from the Re-complexed moiety, via energy
transfer.104, 108-112, 122 As shown by Fig. 4.3.4, three emission bands were observed for Nd(III) one
for Yb(III), and one for Er(III). Following the measurements of association constants described
above, it is to be expected that partial dissociation of the Re-Ln complexes into their mononuclear
complexes will occur. Indeed, weak 3MLCT luminescence from [Re(bpym)(CO)3Cl] was observed,
with a quantum yield corresponding to about 20% dissociation of the dinuclear Re-Ln complexes.
The lifetime of this excited state (2.1 ns) is the same as that of free [Re(bpym)(CO)3Cl]. No
shorter-lived 3MLCT luminescence component was detected, indicating that in the intact Re-Ln
complexes the Re-based luminescence is completely quenched (or is reduced to sub-nanosecond
lifetime), because of fast Re→Ln energy-transfer (Ln = Yb, Nd, Er). The quenching is therefore
stronger than observed in some other dinuclear lanthanide complexes with [Ru(bpy)n]2+-type
moieties, where residual 3MLCT luminescence from the d-block unit was also found.104, 108-110, 112,
122

In the present case the close proximity of the two metal centres allows a very fast energy

transfer, which can compete successfully with the fast intrinsic 3MLCT deactivation. Fortunately,
the weakness of the residual 3MLCT luminescence from free [Re(bpym)(CO)3Cl] means that its
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low-energy tail does not significantly interfere with the lanthanide luminescence measurements of

I / a.u.

the Re-Ln series in the NIR region (Fig. 4.3.4).
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Fig. 4.3.4 Corrected and normalized emission spectra from Re-Nd (red), Re-Yb (blue), Re-Er (green), and Pt-Nd (red,
inset) in CH2Cl2 solutions, λexc = 460 nm, absorbance at excitation wavelength = 0.2.

In order to test whether any change of the emission yield of the Ln moiety occurs in the
binuclear complexes, we compared the emission yields of the Re-Ln compounds with that of the
corresponding mononuclear lanthanide complex, upon excitation in the UV region. A small increase
of the NIR emission intensity in Re-Nd and Re-Yb was detected compared to the mononuclear
species [Nd(tta)3(H2O)2] and [Yb(fod)3(H2O)2] (in the case of Re-Er the emission is so weak that
quantitative considerations are prevented). This is probably related to the replacement of solvent
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molecules by N,N’-bipyrimidine in the Ln(III) coordination sphere which could depress nonradiative deactivation pathways through vibrational quenching, as we have seen before when
comparing [Ln(dik)3(H2O)2] and [Ln(dik)3(diimine)] luminophores.123
Excitation of Pt-Nd into the MLCT Pt-based band (460 nm) in CH2Cl2, also gives rise to
Nd(III) emission in the NIR region, confirming that Pt→Nd energy transfer occurs. However, a
relatively intense MLCT emission band at λmax = 575 nm is observed, whose low-energy tail
partially overlaps the sharp emission features of the Nd(III) centre (inset of Figure 4.3.4). As
mentioned above, residual 3MLCT luminescence has been observed in many cases104, 108-110, 112, 122
in dinuclear d-f complexes with Ru(II)-polypyridine type sensitizing units and, on the basis of
lifetime measurements, this has been related to a slow Ru→Ln energy transfer process which
undergoes competition from intrinsic deactivation of the 3MLCT level of the Ru-complexed
moiety.104 However, upon excitation at 460 nm, here we find identical 3MLCT lifetimes for
(bpym)PtCF3 and Pt-Nd (107 ns), indicating that for the latter we are seeing luminescence from
free (bpym)PtCF3 as a result of partial dissociation of the complex into its mononuclear
components. For intact Pt-Nd the Pt-based luminescence should be completely quenched, as
shown by the titration measurements and from the solid-state luminescence data. The inherently
strong luminescence of free (bpym)PtCF3 accounts for the sensitized NIR luminescence from
Nd(III) being partially obscured by the tail of the 3MLCT luminescence.
In order to avoid the dissociation process and get “clean” luminescence data in the NIR
region, we measured also emission spectra (λexc = 460 nm) and lifetimes of the dinuclear complexes
in the solid state as powders. In the solid state, no residual MLCT emission is observed for any
complex, either of Re- or Pt-type, confirming that in the intact dinuclear complexes the energy
transfer process from the d-block to the f-block metal centers is very efficient. On the basis of eq.
4.3.2, taking the measured values of solid samples (τobs) and the radiative (“natural”) lifetimes of
Nd(III), Yb(III), and Er(III) ions (τR) as reported in the literature,87 we obtain emission quantum
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yield values of the lanthanide ion for dinuclear compounds.124 Such values are comparable to those
of previously reported for NIR emitting Ln(III) complexes in the solid state.123

eq.4.3.2

φem = τobs / τ°

4.4 Ln(III) complexes doped Sol-gel glasses

Most of the mentioned application fields (Chapter 3) require the use of solid state samples. To
this purpose, we extended the PL study of the Ln(III) complexes in several matrices such as
polymer,125-127 sol-gel glasses128-132 and carbon
nanotubes.133-136 Within a solid matrix, the
wished

statistical

distribution

of

the

chromophores is not always observed; a variety
of different aggregates may instead form.137
Clearly, formation of aggregates can be a
source of problems, because mutual interaction
Chart 4.4.1 Chemical structure of generic Ln•5
covalently linked to the silica (or polymer) matrix.

between spatially close luminescent centres
may lead to self-quenching, a parasitic event
pulling down luminescence efficiency. To this,

an highly stable Eu(III) centre has been anchored to a silica glass upon acidic hydrolysis by using
tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) as a silica source. Eu•5 has been also covalently anchored to a
polymer matrix through an amine terminal group and showed similar PL properties (φem = 0.11, τ =
1.20 ms) to those of Sol-gel glasses.
The complex employed was obtained from bipartite ligand 5, which features a DO3A
macrocycle as a hosting unit for the Eu(III) centre, connected to a methoxy-acetophenone antenna
unit. Within Eu•5 and Eu•6 (6 is a ligand featuring the same hosting and antenna functionalities of
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5, wherein the –OH residue is replaced by an unreactive group, a benzoylmethyl residue), all the
coordination positions of the lanthanide centre are fulfilled but one (only one coordination site is
available to solvent molecules, which is indicated by q = 1),91 and these complexes are highly
stable, the 1:1 ligand:Ln association constant being KA > 1020 M-1.138
Eu•5 can be covalently linked to the forming silica glass through the –OH moieties, yielding
highly homogeneous layers with luminophores tightly anchored to the host medium.
Physical and Optical Properties of films. The films were prepared as described
elsewhere.139 The europium distribution throughout their thickness was investigated by Secondary
Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) depth profiling on selected silica layers. Estimates of film thickness
yielded values around 40 nm irrespective of the thermal treatment, that at our employed conditions
correspond to ca. 4.8 nm3 of film volume/luminophore.
While ligand 5 is non emissive upon irradiation at 305 nm, both Eu•5 in water and the film
incorporating

this

complex

showed

a

strong

red

emission.

Actually,

within

the

chromophore/luminophore associate, the MAP (4’-methoxyacetophenone) unit plays as an antenna
for sensitisation of the lanthanide-based luminescence. This occurs according to the following
sequence of events:140 (i) absorption of UV light at 305 nm (ε308 = 19300 and 24300 M-1 cm-1 for
Eu•5 and Eu•6, respectively), (ii) highly efficient intersystem crossing (ISC) from the populated
singlet level to the triplet level, lying at 25200 cm-1 (φISC = 1,)92, 141 and (iii) transfer of excitation
energy to the lanthanide cation. The last step, a MAP→Eu(III) energy transfer, occurs with an
efficiency φen ∼ 1,91 as expected because the acetophenone triplet exhibits a slow decay (kT ∼ 5×106
s-1)92, 142 and the energy gap between the donor and the acceptor levels is ca. 7300 cm-1, i.e. so high
to hamper any back-transfer process.12,

143

The absorption results indicate that inclusion of the

lanthanide centre causes a shift of the absorption peak of the MAP unit from 282 (for the
lanthanide-free ligand 5) to 308 nm for both the Eu•5 and the Eu•6 complexes in water solution and
to 310 nm for the Eu•5 unit bound to the silica-glass. A similar perturbation effect of the electronic
properties of the MAP ligand by the cationic Eu(III) centre was already noted for very similar
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complexes that were found to exhibit practically identical luminescence properties in water
solution.91 The lack of any emission for the lanthanide-free chromophore 5 is explained by the fact
that the lowest-lying singlet level of MAP is of acetophenone origin and is depopulated with unit
efficiency by the ISC step, leading to a non-emissive triplet.91, 92, 141
The luminescence spectra observed in solution and in film are quite similar each other and
appear finely resolved. The most intense peak occurs at 612 nm in solution (616 nm in the film),
and corresponds to the 5D0→7F2 transition. This is the so called hypersensitive transition,91, 144, 145
and the ratio between its intensity and that for the lower energy transition (5D0→7F1) is ca. 5 and 6
for the solution and the film, respectively. This suggests that the Eu-based luminophore is
embedded in a similar environment for the two cases (solution and film), which in turn points to a
high degree of homogeneity for the physical state of the film as pointed out by SIMS analysis.139
Along this line, by employing the same coordinating ligand (5), also a green emitting Tb(III)
complex has been synthesized and anchored in to a single SiO2 transparent layer. Because of the
high interest in gaining control over colour tunability,139, 146 we investigated a two-colour approach
based on the use of different and controlled combinations of the Eu(III)- and Tb(III)-based
complexes covalently linked to SiO2 substrates. This fabrication approach is based on a statistical
distribution of the different emitting centres within the same substrate and not on the tedious and
time consuming multistrate arrangement technique largely used, for instance, in fabrication of white
light emitting OLED devices.147-151
The solutions containing the single lanthanide complex, were prepared employing a Eu/Si =
Tb/Si = 1/400 molar ratio. The same procedure afforded the mixed systems reported here, with
Tb/Eu molar ratio of 0.4, 1.0 and 2.2, yielding (Eu•5)2-(Tb•5)1, (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)1 and (Eu•5)1(Tb•5)2 films, respectively. Before film deposition, the transparent and clear solutions were aged at
room temperature under stirring for 24h. The obtained layers were subsequently used in the
luminescence experiments both as-prepared, and dried at 100 and 200 °C for 5 h. Since the thermal
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treatment does not influence the photophysical properties of the different specimens, the following
discussion will be focused on the samples annealed at 200 °C.

Fig. 4.4.1 Absorption a) (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)1 and corrected emission spectra (λexc = 300 nm) of b) Tb, c)
Eu, d) (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)2, e) (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)1 and f) (Eu•5)2-(Tb•5)1 in SiO2 matrix.

The absorption and emission (PL) spectra of the (Eu•5)2-(Tb•5)1, (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)1 and
(Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)2 films, as obtained at room temperature, are reported in Fig. 4.4.1. The absorption
profile was identical for all samples and the peak, around 300 nm, is ascribed to the substituted
acetophenone unit, as the sole light collector.152 Regarding the emission properties,41, 153 the change
in relative intensities between Eu(III) and Tb(III) bands (Figure 4.4.1), appears related to the molar
ratio of the metal complexes and, in turn, to the colour output as illustrated by Figure 4.4.2. The PL
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efficiencies (φse) measured by an integrating sphere apparatus7, 154 upon excitation with an He-Cd
laser source (λexc= 325 nm), revealed comparable values for the Tb•5 and Eu•5 films (φseTb = 0.09
and φseEu = 0.10, Table 4.4.1). This is consistent with the luminescent output of the mixed (Eu•5)2(Tb•5)1, (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)1 and (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)2 layers, see inset of Fig. 4.4.2. Furthermore, the
luminescence decays from the Eu(III) (τ = 0.7 ms, as detected at λ = 614 nm) and Tb(III) (τ = 1.1
ms at λ = 544 nm) centres are nearly the same, for all glassy samples, indicating that chromophore
interactions do not take place significantly, Table 4.4.1. The soluble Eu(III)- and Tb(III)-based
hydroxypropenyloxyacetophenone-DO3A complexes have also been studied in water solution and
results are collected in Table 4.4.1. In the case of Eu(III) no remarkable differences between PL
properties in solid and liquid phase (φse = 0.08) were registered. In contrast, the Tb(III) complex
showed notably higher PL quantum yield in solution than in film (φse = 0.31 and 0.09, respectively),
a behaviour we cannot explain at the moment.
Table 4.4.1. Luminescence data in H2O and SiO2 matrix at room temperature.
H2Oa
φse

τ / ms

φse

τ / ms

0.08

0.6

0.10

0.7

-

-

0.10

0.6c
1.1d

(Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)1

0.19

0.7c
1.7d

0.09

0.6c
1.0d

(Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)2

-

-

0.09

0.7c
1.0d

0.31

1.6

0.09

1.1

Eu•5
(Eu•5)2-(Tb•5)1

Tb•5
a

SiO2 matrixb

In all cases [Eu] =[Tb] =10-5 M.
emission.

b

See text for molar ratio details.

c

Eu(III)-centred emission.

d

Tb(III)-centred
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Predictably, the equimolar solution of both lanthanide complexes, (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)1 showed
an intermediate value of PL quantum yield, Φse
= 0.19. The obtained spectroscopic data are
consistent with a homogeneous dispersion of
the chromophores within the matrix, which
likely results from the identical topology of the
two Eu(III) and Tb(III)-based complexes,
whose geometry is determined almost entirely
by the ligand characteristics.150 Consistent with
this, upon changing the ratio between the metal
complexes within the SiO2 layer, the resulting
Fig.4.4.2 Main window: Commission Internationale de
l'Eclairage (CIE) coordinates, of Tb (0.338, 0.544),
(Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)2 (0.382, 0.525), (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)1 (0.442,
0.498) (Eu•5)2-(Tb•5)1 (0.510, 0.441) and Eu•5 (0.628,
0.363). Inset: emission behaviour (from left to right) of
Eu•5, (Eu•5)2-(Tb•5)1, (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)1, (Eu•5)1-(Tb•5)2
and Tb•5 irradiated at 325 nm by a He-Cd continuum
laser source.

colour changes from red, to intermediate
colours and finally to green, without eyeappreciable colour heterogeneity, as shown in
Figure 4.4.2 and inset.

4.5 Eu(III) complex adsorbed on single-walled carbon nanotubes sidewalls

Introduction and applications. Since the discovery of new allotropic forms of carbon,
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have raised much interest in a number of different applications such as
field-emission displays, nanoscale sensors, energy storages, molecular electronics, nanocomposite
materials, biotechnology and many others.133-136

The tubular framework of CNTs is solely

composed of carbon atoms arranged in rolled graphene-like structures.155 There are two main
varieties of CNTs: single-walled (SWNTs)156 and multi-walled (MWNTs),157 the latter being
formed by several concentric layers of rolled graphite. In particular, SWNTs are characterized by
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an elevated ratio of length over diameter. The lack of solubility and difficult manipulation both in
solution and in the solid state are the main limitations toward the extensive use of such tubular
carbon frameworks in real applications. Therefore, functionalization of CNTs with organic groups,
which can enhance both the solubility in organic solvents and the number of reactive sites for postintegration into multi-component organic materials, revealed to be the best approach to render this
material processable.158-161 The main chemical approaches for the modification of CNTs are
grouped into two categories:162 i) non-covalent (or supramolecular)163-167 and ii) covalent158, 168-170
functionalization. While the supramolecular approach does not lead to a structural modification of
the carbon framework, the covalent derivatization often leads to profound structural (and
consequently electronic) alterations as a consequence of the change in the carbon hybridization.
Amongst the myriad of potential applications of CNTs, their use in the field of biotechnology have
recently started to emerge, raising great expectations.171-174 Surface functionalization enables CNTs
to be easily employed as versatile molecular modules for the adsorption or attachment of various
biological-active molecules or antigens, which subsequently can be targeted to the desired cell
population for immune recognition or therapeutic effects.175,

176

Concerning the biomedical

applications of CNTs, their use is becoming relevant in neuroscience research and tissue
engineering.177-182 For example, they have been employed as supports for neuronal and ligamentous
tissue growth for regenerative interventions of the central nervous system (e.g., brain and spinal
cord).180 Although safety issues have still to be thoroughly examined,179, 183-189 all these findings
pave the way for the development of novel CNT-based materials which could lead to new insights
into the biological and physical processes in which such carbon nanostructure are
involved.171, 190, 191 In this perspective, for the first time, an Eu(III)-complex, tris-dibenzoylmethane
mono-1,10-phenanthroline-europium(III) (7) (Fig.4.5.1), has been easily adsorbed in-situ via
hydrophobic interactions to single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT) surfaces from a methanol
solution. ca. 5 mg of SWNT, was suspended in MeOH (5 mL) containing 25 mg of 7. The
suspension was sonicated for 1 hour and then stirred overnight at 298 K. The mixture was then
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filtered through a classical filter paper, and extensively washed with MeOH, CHCl3, CH2Cl2 (ca.
150 mL for each solvent) until no traces of red emission was detected in the filtrate and dried in the
air. The resulting black precipitate 7•SWNT was then transferred in a glass flask and dried under
high vacuum for 18 hours. The Eu(III)-containing material has been comprehensively characterized
via Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA), UV-Vis-NIR absorption and luminescence spectroscopy,
Raman spectroscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), High-resolution Transmission Electron
Microscopy (HR-TEM), Z-contrast Scanning Trasmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) imaging
and Energy Dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). 192
Luminescence. 7•SWNT revealed interesting

photoluminescence (PL) properties in

different media. The electronic absorption profile of the hybrid material 7•SWNT dispersed in
MeOH solution (Fig.4.5.2) and trapped in polystyrene (PS) matrix (Fig. 4.5.3) clearly shows the
presence of 7. The absorption bands with maxima centered at 270 and 350 nm are indeed the
typical signal for the 1,10-phenanthroline (Phen)22, 37, 124 and the dibenzoylmethane (DBM)193, 194
ligands, respectively. On the contrary, in the near infrared region (NIR), the detection of the typical
nanotube-centered absorption tail102,

195

was not clearly observed due to the heterogeneity and

opacity of the samples.
Intense metal-centered (MC) photoluminescence arising from both 7•SWNT and 7 has been
detected in PS matrix (inset of Fig. 4.5.3). The
coordinating ligands (DBM and Phen) act as
sensitizers for Eu(III) emitting states, as
confirmed by the 7•SWNT excitation spectrum
(Fig. 4.5.3, λem = 614 nm) which is largely
overlapped with the absorption profile.
Fig. 4.5.1. Chemical structure of the hybrid 7•SWNT
complex.
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Fig. 4.5.2. Absorption (main window) and emission (inset, λexc = 350 nm, O.D. = 0.4) spectra of 7•SWNT (full line)
and SWNT (dotted line) in MeOH solution at room temperature. In the inset it is also shown the emission decay of
7•SWNT in MeOH solution.

In rigid media the luminescence quantum yield is difficult to measure with acceptable accuracy, but
the observed lifetimes (τobs= 0.5 ms for both samples, consistent with values reported in literature
for Eu(III) complexes in rigid media)100, 196 can provide some quantitative information. Indeed, an
emission quantum yield of ≈ 0.1 has been calculated from radiative and measured lifetime. In
MeOH solution (Fig. 4.5.2), the PL quantum yield of 7, obtained by using a water solution
containing [Ru(bpy)3Cl2] as reference,140, 197 revealed to be remarkably lower (Φem = 2.5 × 10−4)
compared to that in PS matrix.
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Fig. 4.5.3 Main window: absorption spectra of 7•SWNT (full line) and SWNT carbon nanotube (dotted line) in
polystyrene matrix at room temperature. Excitation profile of 7•SWNT (dashed line, λem = 614 nm) is also depicted.
Inset: emission spectra and lifetime decay of 7•SWNT (OD = 0.4, λexc = 350 nm) in polystyrene matrix at room
temperature.

Also the related lifetime decay (0.08 ms), which is known to be strictly correlated with the
emission intensity, showed the same trend confirming that protonated solvents, such as MeOH,
quench the Eu(III)-centered emitting states via vibronic coupling involving O−H or C−H
oscillators.198,

199

In the case of 7•SWNT, Φem has not been determined due to the unknown

concentration of Eu(III) complex embedded in the nanotube skein, while the luminescence lifetime
decay, within experimental uncertainties, resulted to be the same as that of 7. Therefore, one can
reasonably conclude that the presence of the nanotube framework, either in PS and MeOH, does not
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affect the MC luminescence, thanks to the outstanding photoluminescence properties of trivalent
lanthanide ions.
Microscopy. TEM and STEM observations were employed to reveal the morphology of the
samples and to gain insights into the interactions of 7 with the SWNT. Sample preparation was
carried out by suspending the 7•SWNT in MeOH and successively depositing a drop of the
sonicated suspension onto a holey C support
film on a Cu grid. In Fig. 4.5.4, a Bright Field
(BF) TEM micrograph of a typical deposit, is
reported. The “berried bush” appearance of this
deposit evidences the presence of two main
components, i.e. an ensemble of spherical
particles dispersed throughout an entangled
network of SWNT bundles. These particles
have an average diameter of a few tenth of
Fig. 4.5.4. BF-TEM micrograph of a typical deposit of
7•SWNT onto a holey C support film.

micron whereas the lateral width of the SWNT
bundles ranges from a few nm to a few tens of

nm. The chemical composition of the spherical particles is revealed in the EDS spectrum reported
in Fig. 4.5.5, relative to that visible in the inset of this figure. Besides the presence of Cu and some
trace of Ni, arising from X-rays emitted from the TEM sample grid and from some residues of the
catalyst employed for the nanotubes growth, respectively, the presence of Eu, C and O is clearly
observed. This indicates that these particles are agglomerates containing Eu(III)-complexes. From
Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) observations (not shown here) they also appear to share
a common amorphous structure.
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The other deposit component, SWNT bundle, is
observed in the HR-TEM micrographs reported
in

Fig.

4.5.6.

This

figure

shows

two

micrographs of the same SWNT bundle portion,
taken at different values of the microscope
defocus. In Fig. 4.5.6a, taken close to the
Scherzer defocus,
Fig.4.5.5. X-Ray spectrum relative to the particle
visible in the BF-TEM micrograph reported in the
inset. Peaks corresponding to Eu-M, Eu-K and EuL photons are marked by arrows.

the image

contrast

is

dominated by the lateral walls of the SWNTs
that are seen to run parallely to the bundle axis.

In Fig. 4.5.6b, taken close to the so-called “minimum contrast” conditions, the wall contrast is
minimised resulting in a better visibility of dark contrast regions, a few nm in size, that indicate the
presence of very small agglomerates onto the bundle surface. As expected, given the very small
dimension and irregular shape of these agglomerates, no evidence of crystalline features was

Fig. 4.5.6. HR-TEM micrographs of the same SWNT bundle portion taken under different defocus conditions. (a, left):
Scherzer defocus, (b, right): minimum contrast condition.
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obtained by HRTEM observations, as shown in
Fig. 4.5.6. However, we want to caution the
reader that at the high electron dose needed by
this technique the structure of these small
organic agglomerates could rapidly deteriorate
by

the

electron

beam

induced

damage.

However, during our observations no phase
transformations or agglomerate instability were
observed. To investigate the presence of the
Eu(III)-complex

in

the

7•SWNT

hybrid

material, Z-contrast STEM observations have
been performed by using a high angle Annular
Dark Field Detector (ADF).

In Fig. 4.5.7,

ADF-STEM micrographs taken at different
magnifications, are reported.
In these dark-field micrographs a mass
Fig. 4.5.7. Z-contrast ADF-STEM micrographs of a
7•SWNT deposit taken at different magnifications.
Particles and agglomerates on the SWNT surfaces are
visible with high intensity in the low magnification
micrograph reported in (a). In (b), agglomerates on a
SWNT bundle surface are observed at higher
magnification.

thickness contrast is operating, resulting in
higher intensities in correspondence of thicker
regions and/or heavier elements. In Fig. 4.5.7a,
all the deposit components are finally visible,

i.e. spherical particles with the highest intensity, weakly contrasted SWNT bundles and high
intensity streaks parallel to the bundles axis. The latter component is visible at higher magnification
in Fig. 4.5.7b. From this micrograph, it is evident the presence of high Z element agglomerates
onto the bundle surface. Very likely, the Eu(III)-containing agglomerates are adsorbed on the
SWNT external surface and not confined inside the tubular framework. This can be deduced from
the agglomerates width, which easily overcome 3 nm, a dimension not compatible with that of the
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SWNT diameters, ranging from 1.3 to 1.7 nm, as obtained by HR-TEM observations of the thinnest
bundles (not shown here). Finally, the results of an X-rays microanalysis investigation of the
composition of the small agglomerates are reported in Fig. 4.5.8. In the ADF-STEM micrograph of
Fig. 4.5.8a, the analysed regions are marked by circles: region 1 corresponding to a small
agglomerate and region 2 to the SWNT bundle. A comparison of the corresponding X-rays spectra
in Figure 4.5.8b and 4.5.8c clearly evidences that the agglomerates do contain the Eu(III)-complex.
These findings show that in the 7•SWNT system, the Eu(III) complexes have a strong tendency to
form agglomerates. This gives rise to two distinct forms, i.e. spherical particles with dimension of a
few tenth of a micron remaining trapped in the SWNT network and nanometer sized agglomerates
adsorbed onto the SWNT surfaces.

Fig. 4.5.8 Analyses of the composition of the
agglomerates observed onto the SWNT bundle surface.
The X-Ray spectra 1 and 2 have been recorded on the
corresponding SWNT bundle positions marked with open
circles in the ADF-STEM micrographs reported at the
top of the figure. Peaks corresponding to Eu-M, Eu-K
and Eu-L photons are marked by arrows.
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5 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Absorption spectra were recorded with a Perkin-Elmer λ40 spectrophotometer. For
luminescence experiments, the samples were placed in fluorimetric 1-cm path cuvettes and, when
necessary, purged from oxygen by bubbling with argon. Uncorrected emission spectra were
obtained with an Edinburgh FLS920 spectrometer equipped with a peltier-cooled Hamamatsu R928
photomultiplayer tube (185-850 nm). The
steady-state NIR luminescence spectra were
obtained

with

spectrometer

an

Edinburgh

equipped

with

FLS920

Hamamatsu

R5509-72 supercooled photomultiplier tube
(400-1700 nm) at 193 K and a TM300
emission monochromator with NIR grating
Edinburgh FLS920 spectrometer equipped with an
integrating sphere-laser setup

blazed at 1000 nm. An Edinburgh Xe900 450
W Xenon arc lamp was used as exciting light

source. Corrected spectra were obtained via a calibration curve supplied with the instrument.
Luminescence quantum yields (Φem) obtained from spectra on a wavelength scale (nm) were
measured according to the approach described by Demas and Crosby200 using air-equilibrated
(Ru(bpy)3Cl2 in water solution, Φem = 0.028)196 as standard. Emission lifetimes on the nanosecond
time scale were determined with an IBH single photon counting spectrometer equipped with a
thyratron gated nitrogen lamp working in the range 2–40 kHz (λexc = 337 nm, 0.5 ns time
resolution); the detector was a red-sensitive (185–850 nm) Hamamatsu R-3237-01 photomultiplier
tube. For the emission in the visible region, the luminescence lifetimes in the microsecondmillisecond scales were measured by using a Perkin-Elmer LS-50B spectrofluorometer equipped
with a pulsed xenon lamp with variable repetition rate and elaborated with standard software fitting
procedures (Origin 6.1). To record the 77 K luminescence spectra, the samples were put in glass
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tubes(2 mm diameter) and inserted in a special
quartz dewar, filled up with liquid nitrogen. For
solid samples Φem have been calculated by
corrected emission spectra obtained from an
apparatus consisting of a barium sulphate
coated integrating sphere (6 inches), an He-Cd
laser (λexc: 325 nm, 5mW) as light source and a
IBH single photon counting spectrometer

CCD AVA-Spec2048 as signal detector,

following the procedure described elsewhere.154, 201 Experimental uncertainties are estimated to be ±
8% for lifetime determinations, ± 20% for emission quantum yields, ± 2 nm and ± 5 nm for
absorption and emission peaks respectively.
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6 FINAL REMARKS
The present work has been motivated by the search for efficient emitting materials to be
fruitfully employed in several application fields such as lighting, bioassay and telecommunication.
In some cases, also the relaxometric properties of non-luminescent gadolinium samples have been
investigated in order to test their suitability as contrast agents in MRI. The design and the synthesis
of the various antenna units here presented were driven by the search for better and better ability to
protect the metal core and enhance the

Colour tunable doped (Eu and Tb) SiO2 matrices

sensitization of the emitting states. Several
organic ligands, including phenanthroline,
naphthalene, quinoline and a variety of
diketonate units have been employed leading
to Ln luminescence efficiencies up to nearly
50% in the visible spectral window (Eu and
Tb, UV → VIS down-conversion). Satisfactory results have been obtained also for NIR emitting
Ln(III) ions when sensitized by d-block metal complexes (UV/Vis → NIR down-conversion). For
applicative reasons, doped solid matrices have been also investigated. Sol-gel glasses, polymer and
more uncommon carbon nanotubes have been employed to link or trap the emitting species. Their
PL properties, in most cases compared to that obtained in solution, have been studied. Intense,
tunable (Eu and Tb, red → green) and monochromatic (red, Eu) light resulted from doped SiO2 and
adsorbed SWNT matrices, respectively. The obtained results push to enhance their performances,
for instance by adding a blue emitter (SiO2 case) in order to get a complete control over colour
tunability. Furthermore, the simple fabrication processes encourage their use for possible
applications with potential benefits in energy-saving and environmentally sustainable technologies
(e.g. OLED, Ln-based fibre-optics, etc). As discussed above (Chapter 3) lanthanides are advantageous because of their high performances in many hi-tech fields and relatively low toxicity
(especially when compared to that of currently employed heavy metals). Finally, it must be pointed
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out that this research work has been motivated also by the wish that new and more efficient
materials could help to get a more sustainable development in affluent countries and reduce the
impact of billions people living in rapidly developing countries (e.g. China, India), who are striving
to attain higher standards of living.
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